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PRESTIGE MUSICIAN PRO

EPIPHONE MB-100

This thinline semi-hollowbody
guitar is an innovative update of
the traditional ES-335-style guitar.
The Musician Pro has an arched
maple top and back, a chambered
center block, a 1 3/4–inch body
depth and a 16-inch lower-body
bout. The guitar’s single round
cutaway retains more natural warm
body tones and the longer 25 1/2–
inch scale length provides tighter
string response. The guitar features
Seymour Duncan SH-4 and SH-1
pickups, a Bigsby vibrato, a Tusq XL
nut and Grover tuners.
STREET PRICE $999
prestigeguitars.com

The historic MB-100 open-back
five-string banjo is the perfect
traveling banjo and an ideal first
instrument for players interested
in bluegrass and string-band
music. Open-back banjos are
appreciated for their light weight
and unique, mellow tone. The
MB-100 has a mahogany body
with a classic Remo banjo head, a
traditional mahogany neck and a
rosewood dot fingerboard, all of
which allows for easy playing and
a full and balanced tone.
STREET PRICE $179
epiphone.com

DEAN BACKWOODS 6
ELECTRIC BANJO

RECORDING KING
MADISON SIX-STRING

Despite Dean’s dominance in the
heavy-metal guitar market, the
Backwoods 6 electric banjo is the
company’s best-selling instrument.
Even high-profile artists such as
David Bowie and Megadeth’s Dave
Mustaine have recently made use of
the Dean banjo, demonstrating its
versatility and reliability. The black
chrome finish offers a sophisticated
look to this classic instrument.
STREET PRICE $369
deanguitars.com

Recording King’s Madison sixstring banjo is designed for guitar
players that need a true, authentic
banjo sound with a familiar feel.
The Madison is built with a maple
resonator, a tube-and-plate-style
flange and dual coordinator rods.
It also takes a nod from Recording
King’s guitar line with a truss-rodadjustable maple neck, a 1 11/16–
inch nut width and a full 25.4-inch
dreadnought scale length.
DIRECT/STREET PRICE $649
recordingking.com

